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This documentary is a “poetic journey” to the four corners of the planet, through the 
imaginations of several writers and directors from all over the world, such as frank pierson, 
Jacques audiard, pan Nalin, James gray, guillermo arriaga, maiwenn and michel gondry. 
by entering their world, through the images of their films and personal interviews about their 
inspiration, the highly specific way in which they work, their subjects, their characters and their 
irecting styles, we will discover what they have in common.
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The creation, always, was envisaged as a mysterious 
process. by becoming attached to these authors 
directors, by bringing to light their passion, their 
imagination and by reconstituting with each of them 
this magic process which goes of the word to the image, 
we are going to discover that the cinema is a factory of 
prototypes. it is the creators of these prototypes which 
reveal us their trade secrets and the genesis of their 
art. This movie pays tribute to these “ storytellers of 
images “ by giving the floor to them so that, the time 
of a confession, they reveal us the secrets which made 
of them people so little ordinary: secrets of the writing, 
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secrets of the inspiration, the secrets of the meetings... 
To search of the creativity, to exchange on content 
and form of this job if private individual and staff, to 
provoke these feelings which they know so well how to 
describe, to understand better what motivates them, 
what drive them, what pushes them towards a creation 
so unique. i want to make share the happiness to see 
them, to listen to them, to discover them. i know that 
their passion and their enthusiasm are communicative. 
i want to make them love of the spectator as much that 
i love them... open the pandora’s box and allow to 
pass the creation in the power.
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